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London’s most expensive development
contracts MWA for their expertise
MWA Technology were
contracted to make vital
repairs to the metering
system, supplied by a
competitor, at the most
expensive apartments
sold in London; one going
for a cool £50 Million.
MWA Technology were called in to a
Kensington penthouse flat that, late
last year, topped a list of the top 10
most expensive properties in Britain
after selling for a cool £50 million, and
with a hefty amount of stamp duty of
£3.5 million on top!
Situated at the development at 5
Princes Gate, the flat also topped

the list of London’s most expensive
homes. Incredibly, the Princes Gate
apartment costs nearly twice as
much as the second most expensive
property, a terraced family home
in West London which sold for
£27 million.
We were called in to make vital repairs
to the already supplied metering
system. The purchased system that
required our immediate attention was a
range of Kamstrup meters that needed

“ It was a brilliant project
to work on, the issue
was quickly identified
and a solution promptly
implemented, with a very
happy client at the end.”
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to be reprogrammed for accurate flow
management and record.
MWA offer a specialist service that
you don’t get with any other metering
stockist. We will provide expert
technical support at your location,
on site to assist you with all your
metering installations or individual
product knowledge requirements.
A MWA metering expert is available to
work in partnership with you for onsite
training, technical issues and project
development, whether on site or at
your client’s location.
We will provide you with feedback
and advice on a variety of products,
services and ideas. Get in touch with
us via phone on 0121 327 7771, or
email us at sales@mwatechnology.
com and just simply tell us what you
need and let us do the rest.

